Kadant Lamort is Kadant Center for Stock Preparation for Virgin and Recycled Cellulose Fibre used in packaging, printing, writing, tissue and special grades.

Kadant Lamort’s Stock Preparation activity was established in 1908 and is focused on the development of equipment and systems and on their marketing, manufacturing and servicing in and outside Europe.

Through an international network, Kadant Lamort has become, within the papermaking industry, one of the key participants in global interchanges for stock preparation equipment and systems.
### Innovative solutions by proven experts

Kadant supplies a range of systems for stock preparation, sheet formation, fabric conditioning, water filtration, and doctoring. Our website has more details on our products and services.
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**Virgin Fibers preparation / Approach Flow / Broke system and Fibers Recovery**

### Chemical Pulping

#### White Fiber Recycling

- Hydrapulper® EU/REU
- Hydrapulper® DR
- Vorto rotor
- Helico Pulper
- Midcon Pulper
- Agi-Pulper™
- Sydrapulper™
- KF Desintegrator™
- Sydrapulper™
- KV Desintegrator™
- Hydrapurge™ II XVF
- Selectpurge™
- Ragger
- Liquid Cyclone™
- EPE
- CT136 Spirelpack
- Cyclotech cleaners
- Xtreme™
- FiberNET
- ScreenONE
- Trifractor
- ScreenTWO
- K-TEK basket & K-ROTOR
- Ultra-V™ Screen
- Ultra-VC™ Classifier
- CH Screen
- Diabolo Screen
- SP Screen models E and H
- Float Purger™
- UltraSorter™
- Hydrascreen™
- MAC Deinking Cell
- Ultra-VCTM Classifier
- MAC Deinking Cell
- Prime Mac
- Hydradenser™ and M16/M9
- Diabolo Screen
- Disc Filter LADIF
- Twin Hydradisc™
- DAF Poseidon Saturn and PPM
- Twin Hydradisc™
- PETAX filter
- Gravity Strainer
- Kneader TL
- Compactor type IC
- Sand separator
- Dewatering screw and drum filter

---

**Pulping**

---

**Pulper Detrasher**

---

**Cleaning**

---

**Fine screening with ID2 & ID3 concept**

---

**Screening**

---

**Deinking**

---

**Thickening**

---

**Washing Ink Splitting**

---

**Deflaking**

---

**Refining**

---

**Water clarification and filtration**

---

**Reject treatment**

---

Contact us: Kadant supplies a range of systems for stock preparation, sheet formation, fabric conditioning, water filtration, and doctoring.

Our website has more details on our products and services.
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